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Abstract— Real estate is a multifaceted business process, 

such activities that, existing buildings to the purchase of 

land and the sale of land. This application provides the 

information of single particular builder and their all site 

details. Also for better performance, we provide the facility 

of area-wise search of that builder sites. The major 

advantage of application is it provides enquiry option to get 

more details for buyer. This application enables the users to 

find the site according to buyer needs and requirements with 

efficiency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This application brings together buyer and builder for all 

sort of real estate need. This app basically deals with sell 

and rent of properties. 

Especially this application will be useful for 

investor will not have to physically go to the particular site 

to find out more information about them and see for 

themselves whether the place will cater to their needs. 

If investor is from another country or city, and he 

want to invest in property of particular builder then simply 

download application and see all site details and area sites. 

Recently, there are many websites and applications available 

but this all are don’t provide facility to see all property of 

single builder. This provides all builder details and builder’s 

site information. All the applications and websites catered 

either for all builder or all cities only. Application provides a 

single sign in to get more details. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [1], Real estate development is the process of creating 

value by making tangible improvements to real property.  

The development process ranges from land speculation and 

new construction to the renovation of existing buildings.  It 

is the process by which physical places where we live and 

work are conceptualized, designed, constructed and 

occupied. Successful implementation of this process is 

crucial to economy along with our everyday lives. 

In [2], The development of real estate involves a 

plethora of disciplines and professions, including architects, 

engineers, planners, lawyers, bankers, public officials, 

construction trades and others.  Each team member plays an 

integral part of the real estate product delivery process.  The 

real estate developer is the one who oversees this process 

and coordinates the information generated by each project 

participant. 

In [3], the standard project-management tool kits 

such as Microsoft Project don’t contain such tools. The most 

commonly used project-planning tools—principally PERT 

and CPM network diagrams—are graphic descriptions of 

task flows. In them, tasks are usually represented by boxes 

or circles, and sequencing is represented by arrows.  In 

addition, by their nature, high-tech product-development 

processes usually involve many interwoven tasks. 

III. WORK FLOW 

 
Fig. 1: Waterfall Model 

Following are the phases of project using Waterfall Model : 

1) System and software  requirements: captured in 

a product requirements document 

2) Analysis: resulting in models, and business rules and 

development 

3) Design: resulting in the software architecture 

4) Coding: the development, proving, and integration of 

software 

5) Testing: the systematic discovery 

and debugging of defects 

6) Operations: the installation, migration, support, 

and maintenance of complete systems 

This android application include following modules: 

1) Map: First page is home page which contains map pins. 

Map is useful for finding location of different sites of 

that builder. 

2) Property Types: Different types of properties like home, 

Bungalows, Shop, Loft house which developed by 

builder. 

3) Home foe sales: Agents are of different sites display all 

the property with images, price etc. for selling. 

4) Homes for rent: In this module the property which are 

for rent or lease than all pictures and details are 

displayed in it. 

5) My saves: Buyer have different choices so that by this 

option buyer can save their property in which they are 

instructed. 

6) Find an agent: Buyer/Investor have different enquiry so 

that builder provide different agent according to 

different site.  

7) Features: Builder adds some new features related to 

their property. Main project of the builder is featured so 

that property display first.  

8) Search: Buyer can search according to space area, 

available rooms, price, area etc. 
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9) About Us: Builders all information available in this 

module. 

10) Terms and condition: Builder have some terms and 

condition related to dealing and sites so easily buyer 

knows all the terms and condition. 

11) Settings: All settings for the application are available 

related to application. 

12) Login: User can easily login after first time registration. 

13) Register: New Users are first registration and then do 

enquiry through email or call. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

In future scope we can include this type of features like 

current status of site construction, video conference and 

online chat. 

V. CONCLUSION 

By this application anyone can see particular builders’ 

property through this application. This App is basically 

developed for single developer. They can customize as per 

their need. This help them to make their office paperless and 

helps towards go green environment. 
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